In the CONGEST model, a communications network is an undirected graph whose n nodes are processors and whose m edges are the communications links between processors. At any given time step, a message of size O(log n) may be sent by each node to each of its neighbours. We show for the synchronous model: If all nodes start in the same round, and each node knows its ID and the ID's of its neighbors, or in the case of MST, the distinct weights of its incident edges and knows n, then there are Monte Carlo algorithms which succeed w.h.p. to determine a minimum spanning forest (MST) and a spanning forest (ST) using O(n log 2 n/ log log n) messages for MST and O(n log n) messages for ST, resp. These results contradict the "folk theorem" noted in Awerbuch, et.al., JACM 1990 that the distributed construction of a broadcast tree requires Ω(m) messages. This lower bound has been shown there and in other papers for some CONGEST models; our protocol demonstrates the limits of these models.
INTRODUCTION
The problem of finding a minimum spanning tree (MST) or computing a spanning tree (ST) in a communications network is one of the most fundamental and heavily studied problems in distributed computing. This problem is important for facilitating broadcast and coordination in a message-efficient manner. With such a tree, messages may be broadcast from one node to all others or values from all nodes can be combined from the leaves up to one node in time proportional to the diameter of the tree, with a number of messages which is proportional to the size of the tree, rather than all edges in the network, as when communication is by flooding. For this reason, a tree is useful for tasks such as leader election, mutual exclusion, and reset (adaptation of any static algorithm to changes in the network topology). Below, we consider a network to be a graph with n nodes and m edges.
In 1983, Gallager, Humlet and Spira gave a now classic algorithm for finding a MST in a distributed asynchronous communications network with message complexity O(m + n log n) for a network with n nodes and m edges. The asymptotic message complexity for this problem has not been improved until now, even for the easier context we consider here For the unweighted problem of ST, a single node starting a flooding algorithm can construct a broadcast tree with O(m) messages in time equal to the diameter of the network (see, e.g. [32] ).
That Ω(m) messages are required for broadcast (and the construction of an ST) is mentioned as "folklore" by Awerbuch, Goldreich, Peleg and Vainish (1990) [4] . They prove this lower bound in what is referred to as the "standard" KT1 model, where each node knows (its own identity) and the identity of its neighbors. The Ω(m) lower bound holds for randomized (Monte Carlo) comparison protocols, where the basic computation step is to compare two processors' identities, and for general algorithms where the set of ID's is very large and grows independently with respect to message size, time and randomness. In 2013 Kutten, Pandurangan, Peleg, Robinson, and Trehan showed an Ω(m) lower bound for randomized general algorithms in the KT0 model, where each node does not know the identities of its neighbors [19] . All these lower bounds hold when the size of the network is known to all the nodes, the network is synchronous, and all the nodes start simultaneously. Our MST and ST algorithms avoid both lower bounds by assuming KT1 and an exponential bound on the size of the identity space.
Communication networks are inherently dynamic, in that a link may be either deleted or inserted over time. This paper also presents algorithms to repair an MST or ST in an asynchronous network upon an edge insertion or deletion. These algorithms have the new property (for an efficient dynamic graph algorithm) of being "impromptu", that is, they require no preprocessing or storage of auxiliary information except during the processing of the current updates. Between updates, a node knows only the names and weights of its incident edges and whether these edges are in the currently maintained MST or ST. While there are previously known algorithms for updating MST and ST with O(n) messages, these have significant memory requirements and require the communication costs to be amortized over a sequence of sufficiently long updates. For example, the 2008 algorithm of Awerbuch et. al. [5] to maintain an MST uses O(n) amortized messages per update (somewhat better then our second algorithm), but stores Θ(∆vn log n) bits at each node v, where ∆v is the number of node v's neighbors 1 .
A communications network is a graph. We assume that every node knows the same upper bound n on the actual number of nodes. An interesting case is when the known upper bound on the size of the network is very tight (e.g the actual size multiplied by some small positive integer constant). In this case, all our asymptotic results are in terms of the actual network size. Hence for simplicity, we refer below to n as the network size (rather than an upper bound). The communication links are undirected edges and each node has a unique ID ∈ {1, 2, .., n d }. In fact, with Karp-Rabin [16] fingerprinting, w.h.p., distinct ID's ∈ {1, 2, ..., 2 n } can be locally mapped to distinct ID's ∈ {1, 2, ..., n d } with no increase in the asymptotic message complexity. For the MST problem, each edge has a weight ∈ {1, 2, ..., u} for any positive integer u. Each node knows its own ID, the weight of each incident edge, the ID of its other endpoint, and n. No other information about the graph is known to any node at the start of any of our algorithms. A message is a communication of O(log(n + u)) bits which is passed along a single edge.
A network is properly marked if every edge is marked by both or neither of its endpoints. A tree T is maintained by a network if the network is properly marked and T is a maximal tree in the subgraph of marked edges. For a node x, let Tx denote the tree maintained by the network and containing node x. We call an (unmarked) edge with exactly one endpoint in T an edge leaving T or outgoing. A tree construction problem assumes that initially all edges are unmarked and every node knows to begin construction. At the end of the algorithm the network should maintain the MST (or ST). We use the usual definitions of synchrony and asynchrony: A synchronized network assumes a global 1 According to [5] , "keeping track of history enables significant improvements in the communication complexity of dynamic networks protocols." Atop its abstract, this was also stated in a more lyrical way: "Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it (George Santayana)." A part of the message of the current paper may be adding "unless they flip coins..." Here we show that history can be replaced by random coin tosses.
clock, and messages are received in one time step. An asynchronous network assumes that messages are eventually received. Each node's action is triggered by the receiving of a message or other change to its state. We say an event occurs "w.h.p." (with high probability) if for any constant c (which is given as a parameter of the algorithm), the probability of the event is at least 1 − n −c . We show:
Theorem 1.1. There are algorithms to construct a minimum spanning tree or forest (MST) and spanning tree or forest (ST) succeeding w.h.p. in a synchronous networks of n nodes using time and messages O(n log 2 n/ log log n) for MST and O(n log n) for ST, and O(log(n+u)) local memory per node. This assumes that each node is initialized to start the algorithm and its only initial knowledge of the graph is its ID, its neighbors' ID's, the weight of each of its incident edge, and n. Theorem 1.2. Upon deletion or increase in weight of an edge, there are algorithms FindAny and FindMin to repair an ST and an MST, respectively, which find a replacement edge if there is any, in an asynchronous distributed network using expeced time and messages O(n) for the ST, and O(n log n/ log log n) for the MST, and O(log(n + u)) local memory per node. Upon insertion or decrease in weight of an edge, a deterministic algorithm with O(n) time and messages suffices to repair the tree. All repairs are impromptu, i.e, no preprocessing or extra storage is needed between updates. This assumes each node knows its ID and the ID's of their neighbors and the weight of each incident edge. To achieve success with probability 1−n −c , each node must know an upper bound on n which is within a polynomial of n.
Modified versions F indAny−C and F indM in−C are also presented. Their worst case cost matches the expected cost of F indAny and F indM in. When there is a replacement for a deleted tree edge, w.h.p., they return either a correct replacement edge or ∅, and with constant probability, they return the former.
Our algorithms are based on the following new procedures which may be useful in other contexts. Below, node x initiates the procedure and receives the output, and j, k ∈ {1, .., u}:
• TestOut(x, j, k): Returns true with constant probability if there is an edge leaving Tx with edge weight in the interval [j, k]; false otherwise. Always correct if true is returned.
• HP-TestOut(x, j, k): The same as T estOut but w.h.p.
A basic communication step in our network is a simple distributed routine broadcast-and-echo [13] . It is initiated by the broadcast of a message by a node x which becomes the "root" of a tree. When a node v receives a broadcast message from its neighbor y, it designates y as its "parent" (for the sake of the current communication step) and sends a broadcast message to each of its other neighbors in T , its "children". When a leaf node in T receives a broadcast message, it sends a message ("echo") to its parent, possibly carrying some value. When a non-leaf message has received an echo message from every child, it sends an echo message to its parent, possibly aggregating its value with the values sent by its children. When the root has received echo messages from all its children, the broadcast-and-echo is done. We show: Lemma 1. T estOut and HP − T estOut can be performed with one broadcast-and-echo with message size O(log(n+u)). The echo of T estOut requires only a message of only one bit.
Other previous work Techniques: T estOut uses the principle that each edge with two endpoints in a tree contributes 0 to the parity of the sum of the degrees of the nodes in a tree, while each edge which leaves a tree contributes 1. Therefore, in a randomly sampled graph, there is a 1/2 chance that if there are one or more edges leaving a tree, the parity of the sum of the degrees is odd. This observation is used in a paper on graph sketching [6] and a paper on sequential dynamic graph connectivity data structures [15] . It is not clear how to adapt the techniques of [6] to the distributed setting. Those of [15] were adapted to a distributed setting [26] , however, the algorithms there required supplemental storage between updates, did not address weighted graph problems, and were more complicated.
MST and ST construction: The complexity of the first distributed MST construction algorithm was not analyzed [8] .
Following the seminal paper of [13] mentioned above, Awerbuch improved the time complexity to O(n) [2] , retaining the same message complexity of O(m + n log n). Distributed algorithms that are faster (when the diameter of the network or the diameter of the MST are smaller) do exist [20, 14, 11] . However, their message and memory space complexities are much higher.
Simultaneous edge changes: As opposed to the previous o(m) (but non impromptu) repair algorithms [5, 21] , ours has not been extended to deal with multiple updates at a time, though we believe it can be. 
Definitions and Organization
Definitions: An edge {u, v}'s edge number is the concatenation of the unique ID's of the edge's endpoints, smallest first. We create unique weights (as in [13] ) by concatenating the weight to the front of its edge number. For any tree, maxID(T), maxEdgeNum(T), and maxWt(T) denote the maximum ID of any node in T , the maximum edge number, and maximum weight edge, resp. of any node in T . T is omitted where it is understood from context. Let [j, k] denote the set of integers {j, j + 1, ..., , k} and lg n denote log 2 n.
Organization: The functions T estOut and HP − T estOut are described in Section 2. Section 3 describes F indM in, an algorithm for dynamic MST and an algorithm for constructing an MST 3.3. Section 4.1 describes F indAny and reduces the complexity for construction and repair for ST. The Appendix contains an extension to the case where edge weights may be superpolynomial in n.
TestOut
In this section, we describe T estOut and HP − T estOut.
Random odd hash functions and TestOut
As a method to sample edges, we use the concept of an odd hash functions: We say that a random hash function
, there are an odd number of elements in S which hash to 1 with probability ε, that is,
An odd hash function is a type of "distinguisher" described in [33] ; we use their construction here 3 . Let m ≤ 2 w . We pick uniformly at random an odd multiplier a from [1, 2 w ] and a threshold t ∈ [1, 2 w ]. From these two components, we define h : [1, 2 w ] → {0, 1} as
The above is particularly efficient if w ∈ {8, 32, 64} in a programming language like C, for there the mod-operation comes for free as part of an integer multiplication which automatically discards overflow beyond the w bits. From [33] we see that h is an (1/8)-odd hash function. Let h : [1, maxEdgeN um] → {0, 1} be an odd hash function. We show how to compute T estOut. Let E(v) denote the edge numbers of edges incident to node v. Let Cut(T, V \ T ) denote the set of edges with exactly one endpoint in T . To test with constant probability whether there exists any edge leaving a tree T , each node v ∈ Tx with
locally. If E(v) = ∅, then 0 is returned. These values are aggregated over the nodes in T to compute
T estOut(x) can be done with one broadcast of h from node x and one 1-bit echo. First x broadcasts h in one message. The leaves return the parity of their sum to their parent; the parent passes to its own parent the parity of the sums of nodes in its subtree including its own sum.
Instead, we take advantage of the type of set we are looking at and introduce a high probability version of T estOut. W.h.p., HP − T estOut(x) outputs 1 if the tree Tx has any leaving edge. If there is no such edge, it always returns 0.
There is an edge {u, v} ∈ E with only one endpoint in T if and only if
Thus, to implement HP − T estOut, we need only test if
To test set equality efficiently, we use a method from [7] based on the Schwartz-Zippel [30] polynomial identity testing. Let B be the number of edges incident to nodes in T . To achieve probability of error (n), it suffices to use any prime p > max{maxEdgeN um(T ), B/ (n)}, with |p| ≤ w, the maximum message size 4 . For p and an edge set D, we define a polynomial over Zp by P(D)(z) =
HP − T estOut(x):{assumes x knows (n)} 1) x initiates a Broadcast − and − echo in which a randomly selected α ∈ Zp (and p if necessary) is passed to all nodes in the tree in the broadcast phase. Each node y locally computes Local ↑ (y) = P(E ↑ (y))(α) and Local ↓ (y) = P(E ↓ (y))(α). Upon receiving P(E ↑ (Tz))(α) and P(E ↓ (Tz))(α) from each of its children z, each node computes and sends to its parent:
3) x determines there is an edge leaving
Lemma 2. HP − T estOut(x) returns a 0 if there is no edge leaving Tx and, if there is an edge leaving Tx, then for any constant c, with probability 1 − 1/n c , HP − T estOut(x) returns a 1. The time and message complexity is O(|Tx|).
Proof. Let (n) = 1/n c and pick a prime p > max{maxEdgeN um(T ), B/ (n)} ≥ n 2d+c+2 with |p| = O(log n) bits. (By the Prime Number Theorem, there is such a prime p.) As all computations are over Zp, the number of messages sent is ≤ 4|Tx| with each containing O(log n) bits.
As noted above, HP − T estOut(x, j, k) checks if there is any edge leaving Tx whose weight is in a given interval [j, k]. To do so, in each local computation at node v, the definitions above for
MST BUILD AND REPAIR
We present a simple method to find the lightest leaving edge using a w-wise search on the edge weights. This yields a method using O(log n/ log log n) broadcast-and-echoes with w = O(log n) bit messages when the weight of every edge is polynomial. In the appendix, we give a more complicated method which uses O(log n/ log log n) for superpolynomial edge weights of size u which assumes wordsize O(log(n+u)).
Integer edge weights of polynomial size
Since T estOut uses a single bit "echo", a single broadcast− and − echo can test w = O(log n) subranges concurrently, as the same hash function can be used for each of the parallel T estOut's, while the single bit responses for each subrange T estOut's are returned concurrently in one word. The smallest subrange testing positive becomes the next range of edge weights to be tested. Before narrowing the range, the result is verified w.h.p. using HP − T estOut.
Below we describe F indM in and F indM in-C. F indM in-C is like F indM in except that the number of repetitions of the loop in the algorithm is limited to double the expected number, O(log n/ log log n), rather than O(log n) in the worst case. Let q be the probability that T estOut succeeds. We assume for any constant c, x knows a polynomial bound on the network size n in order to set an error parameter for HP − T estOut, (n) ≤ n −c−1 such that (n) −1 is polynomial in n and a bound for Count for F indM in which exceeds (c/q) lg n and is O(log n).
2. x determines maxW t(Tx) and maxEdgeN um(Tx) through one broadcast-and-echo and computes (n).
3. x sets j ← 1; k ← maxW t(Tx)
4. x broadcasts an odd hash function f : [1, maxEdgeN um(Tx)] → {0, 1} and also j and k.
In parallel for
, and return word in which i th bit is the "echo" of T estOut(x, ji, ki) 6. Upon receiving the echo, x determines the index min = min{i | T estOut(x, ji, ki) = 1) and initiates T estLow = HP − T estOut(x, 0, jmin−1) and T estHigh = HP − T estOut(x, jmin, kmin).
Upon receiving results,
(a) if T estLow = 0 and T estHigh = 1 and if jmin < kmin then x sets j = jmin and k = kmin; else if jmin = kmin then x broadcasts "stop" and returns jmin.
(b) else if both return 0, x broadcasts "stop" and returns ∅.
If Count < (c/q) lg n + (c/q)(lg maxW t(Tx)/ lg(w − 1), [resp., Count < (2c/q) lg maxW t(Tx)/ lg(w − 1)], increment Count and repeat from Step 4. Else return ∅.
Proof of correctness
Lemma 3. Let c be any constant s.t. c ≥ 1. With probability 1 − n −c , using asynchronous communication, F indM in(x) returns the lightest edge leaving a tree Tx in expected time and messages O(|Tx| log n/ log log n) (and worst case O(log n) time and messages. With probability 1−o(1)− 1/n c , F indM in − C(x) returns the lightest edge and with probability 1 − n −c it returns the lightest edge or ∅, using worst case O(|Tx| log n/ log log n) messages and time. If there is no edge leaving the tree, both procedures always return ∅. This assumes x knows an upper bound on the size n of the network which is polynomial in n.
Proof. F indM in is analyzed first. We observe that if HP − T estOut is always successfully, then F indM in will terminate successfully after no more than lg maxW t/ lg(w − 1) successful executions of T estOut: Let I = (ji, ki) be the first interval containing an edge leaving Tx. T estOut always returns a 0 for earlier intervals, and returns a 1 with constant probability q = 1/8 when I is tested. If T estOut fails to return a 1 for interval I, then T estLow will detect a 1 and the loop is repeated; otherwise the range is successfully narrowed. The range is narrowed no more than lg maxW t/ lg(w − 1) times. Each successful narrowing requires an expected 1/q repetitions and overall, in expectation (1/q) lg maxW t/ lg(w − 1) = O(log n/ log n log n) iterations of Steps 4-8 suffice to return the lightest edge leaving T (if such exists).
We bound the probability that T estOut fails K times before succeeding lg maxW t/ lg(w − 1) = O(log n/ log log n) times, where K = (c/q) lg n: This is given by a tail bound on a random variable with a binomial distribution with K + lg maxW t/ lg(w − 1) trials and constant probability q of heads (success). Using Chernoff bounds, the probability of this type of failure is < 1/(2n c ) for sufficiently large n. We now bound the probability that HP − T estOut fails at least once after any of these calls to T estOut: With an error parameter of ≤ n −c−1 for HP − T estOut, the probability of the latter over 2K = 2(c/q) lg n trials is less than 1/(2n c ) by a union bound.
We conclude that the probability of either event occurring is less than 1/n c , again by a union bound. Hence, w.h.p., the range is successfully narrowed to the minimum weight edge after 2(c/q) log n iterations of Steps 4-8 or, if there is no edge leaving T , then Step 7(b) is executed and ∅ is returned.
For F indM in − C, there are no more than K = (2c/q) lg maxW t/ lg(w − 1) parallel calls to T estOut. For F indM in − C to return the lightest edge, (1) T estOut must achieve lg maxW t/ lg(w − 1) = qK /(2c) ≤ qK /2 successes, and we require that (2) HP − T estOut cannot fail once any of its 2K calls. To bound the probability that (1) does not occur, we can again use Chernoff bounds as above to get a o(1) probability of error, since here the expected number of successes is µ = qK = Θ(log n/ log log n). We next bound the probability that HP − T estOut fails during any one of its 2K calls, as before, by a union bound to get a probability of error less than 1/n c . For HP − T estOut to return an incorrect lightest edge, HP − T estOut must fail at least once. Hence, if there is an edge leaving then with probability 1 − o(1) − 1/n c , T estOut − C returns the correct edge, with probability 1 − 1/n c it returns ∅ or the correct edge, and with probability < 1/n c it returns an edge leaving the tree which is not the lightest edge.
Impromptu repairs of MST
We now apply F indM in to the problem of repairing an MST. Assume that the updates are well-separated in the sense that we can complete the processing of an edge update before the next one arrives. Before any update, assume the network maintains a minimum spanning tree, and each node knows some polynomial (in n) upper bound on the size n 5 .
Delete(u, v).
When an edge {u, v} is deleted, if u < v, then if {u, v} was in the MST, then u initiates F indM in in the marked subtree containing u, Tu. If F indM in returns ∅, it means that {u, v} was a bridge, and we are done. Otherwise F indM in returns an edge {u , v }. Then u broadcasts that {u , v } should be added to the minimum spanning forest, and u forwards this message to v . Both u and v mark the edge {u , v }. The bottleneck of the complexity is the call F indM in(u) which uses O(nu log n) messages for nu ≤ n nodes in Tu.
Insert(u, v).
When an edge {u, v} is inserted, and u < v, u determines if its tree Tu contains v and if so, it determines the heaviest edge e on the path from u to v. This is easily done by a broadcast-and-echo from u. If e is heavier than {u, v}, {u, v} is included in the minimum spanning forest, and u broadcasts that e should be removed from the MST. A constant number of broadcast-and-echoes are used, for a total number of messages which is proportional to the size of Tu.
The analysis of these operations follow from Lemma 3. With the extension of F indM in to superpolynomial edge weights given in the Appendix, the proof of Theorem 1.2 follows.
Building an MST
In a synchronous network, building an MST from scratch is a straightforward application of F indM in. Recall (the Introduction) that we assume that every node knows n 6 and the list of the edge weights of its incident edges and that the edge weights of all edges are distinct.
The goal is for each node to mark a subset of its neighbors so that the resulting marked edges form an MST. The algorithm is an implementation of Borůvka's parallel algorithm for constructing an MST. During the execution, the nodes are partitioned into disjoint trees, each a connected component of the final MST. (Initially, each node is a singleton tree). At each phase in parallel, a search for a minimum weight edge incident to each tree is started by the tree leader.
Electing a tree leader in a synchronous network is straightforward and is similar to a broadcast-and-echo and ideas in [18] . We omit this here.
Let maxT imeM ST (n) be the maximum amount of time needed to carry out Steps (a)-(c) below in a tree of size n. In our model it is easy to implement a global clock with value time. Let C be the (constant) probability that F indM in − C returns the minimum edge incident to a tree, if there is one. Let c in the algorithm below be the desired (constant) parameter, such that the probability of success of the Build MST algorithm should be 1 − n −c . Let a = log 4/(4−C) n , α = (1 − C)/(1 − C/2), and M = max{2a/α, 8c ln n/α}.
Build MST {executed by every node x} (c) If x is an endpoint of the edge {x, y} which has been returned by F indM in−C, x sends Add Edge message to y across {x, y}.
(d) While time < i * maxT imeM ST (n) wait; while waiting, if any Add Edge message is received over an edge, mark that edge.
Lemma 4. Let c be any constant, c ≥ 1. With probability 1 − n −c , Build M ST constructs an MST in time and message complexity O(n log 2 n/ log log n).
Proof. We call each for-loop a phase . At the start of each phase, there is a forest of trees consisting of all marked tree edges. If there is an edge leaving the tree (in the the graph of all edges), it is a fragment. The variable maxT ime(n) is set so that every node enters phase i at the same time, after completing phases j < i. We first show:
Claim 1: Let F be the number of fragments at the start of a phase. At the end of the phase, there are no more than (1 − C/4)F fragments with probability at least α = (1 − C)/(1 − C/2). Proof of Claim 1: The expected number of fragments which fail to find a tree edge is µ = (1 − C)F since each has probability C of finding a tree edge. By Markov's Inequality, the probability that (1 − C/2)F fail to find a tree edge is no more than µ/(1 − C/2)F . If at least (C/2)F trees find edges leaving, then in the worst case, each new tree edge is found by pairs of trees and the number of fragments is reduced by at least (C/4)F , proving the claim.
Claim 2: For any c, after O(log n) phases, there are no fragments, with probability 1 − 1/n c .
Proof of Claim 2:
We call a phase starting with F fragments successful if the number of fragments is reduced by at least (C/4)F . Let Xi = 1 if phase i is successful and 0 otherwise. By Claim 1, P r(Xi = 1) ≥ α. Let a = log 4/(4−C) n . Then a successful phases suffice to bring the number of fragments to 0, as there can't be 1. If we flip max{2a/α, 8c ln n/α} coins with probability of heads α, the expected number of heads is µ = max{2a, 8c ln n}. The probability that the number of heads is less than a ≤ (1 − δ)µ for δ ≥ 1/2 is is less than e 2 (8c ln n)/2) = 1/n c , using a Chernoff bound.
We conclude by noting that each phase of executing F indM in − C on disjoint trees requires O(n log n/ log log n) messages and O(log n/ log log n) time. Since there are O(log n) phases, the bounds follow.
UNWEIGHTED EDGES
We now present analogous results for unweighted graphs using less costly, somewhat different techniques.
Find any edge leaving a tree
F indAny, presented below, uses an expected constant number of broadcast-and-echoes, to find some edge leaving Tx. Thus in expectation, we save a factor log n/ log log n in the asymptotic cost of F indM in.
The procedure starts with HP − T estOut to determine if there is an edge in the cut w.h.p. If HP − T estOut returns 1, a routine to find such an edge with a constant probability of success is run repeatedly until such an edge is found, yielding a constant expected time and message procedure. To achieve a probability of error n −c in the running times claimed, we assume x knows an (n) < 1/(2n c ) where −1 (n) is polynomial in n. T below is Tx. We let [r] denote the set {1, ..., r}. c) The vector h(T ) = y∈T h(y) is computed up the tree, in the broadcast-and-echo return to x. Then x broadcasts min = min{i | hi(T ) = 1}.
d) Let E(x) be the set of edge numbers of edges incident to x. Each node x computes w(x) = {e | {e ∈ E(x) ∧ h(e) < 2 min } and w(T ) = x∈T w(x) is computed up the tree in the broadcast echo and returned to x. {If there is exactly one edge leaving T with h(e) < 2 min , then w(T ) is its edge number.}
4.
Test: x broadcasts w(T ) to obtain Sum = the number of endpoints in T incident to the edge given by w(T ).
Test succeeds iff Sum = 1.
If Test succeeds, return w(T ) else
for T estOut − C, return ∅; for T estOut, if Count ≥ 16 ln( −1 (n)) then return ∅; else increment Count and repeat steps 3-5.
Proof of correctness
Let h be a 2-wise independent function from a universe U into [2 ] for some ≥ 2. Let W ⊆ U s.t. 0 < |W | < 2 −1 . For k a positive integer.
Lemma 5. With probability 1/16, there is an integer j such that exactly one w ∈ W hashes to a value in [2 j ].
Proof. We prove the statement of the lemma
By 2-wise independence: Proof. Let W be the set of edge numbers of edges leaving T . If |W | = 0, then HP − T estOut returns ∅ and x returns ∅. If |W | > 0 then with probability ≥ 1 − 1/(2n) c HP − T estOut succeeds and x continues to Step 3. Given x goes on to Step 3, by Lemma 5, with probability at least 1/16, there is a j such that exactly one edge with distinct edge number e in W hashes to a value in [2 j ] ("Event A"). Because all edges incident to T which are not leaving T have both endpoints in T , their edge numbers to 0, when summed over T . Hence, when Event A occurs, y∈T hj(y) = e ∈W hj(e ) = hj(e) = 1, so min ≤ j. However, y∈T hmin(y) = 1 implies that there is at least one edge number in W which hashes to [2 min ] ⊆ [2 j ], so we conclude that there is exactly one such edge number e ∈ W hashing to [2 min ]. When Event A occurs, in Step 4, w(T ) = e, Test succeeds, and an edge leaving T is given by w(T ) in Step 5. Thus the probability of success of F indAny − C is the probability that HP − T estOut succeeds, followed by Event A which is ≥ 1/16 − 1/(2n c ). In F indAny, if HP − T estOut succeeds, then Steps 3-5 are repeated up to 16 ln( −1 (n)) = 16 ln(2n c ) times until they succeed. The probability of failure of all these repetitions is ≤ (1 − 1/16) 16 ln(2n c ) < 1/(2n c ). The total probability of failure is therefore no more than this probability plus the probability of failure of HP − T estOut for a total probability of failure ≤ 1/n c . The expected number of repetitions of Steps 3-5 until success is 16 (and the worst case is O(log n)).
Since a single run of Steps 1-5 requires O(n) time and messages, the lemma follows.
Building an ST
This algorithm is obtained by modifying the algorithm for building the MST. Two modifications are necessary. The first is the substituting of F indAny − C for F indM in − C in each. The replacement of F indM in − C by F indAny − C reduces the asymptotic costs by a factor of log n/ log log n.
The second modification is more subtle. In F indM in, when fragments find minimum weight edges leaving them, all of them are MST edges. This is because when the weights of the edges are distinct, there is only one minimum weight edge leaving any fragment, and such an edge must be in the MST. When fragments of the unweighted graph find edges leaving them which cause them to form a connected component, if these edges are distinct, then there is a cycle formed by possibly some marked edges from before the phase and also two or more newly marked edges.
To preserve the property that the marked edges form a tree, one or more edges in the cycle are unmarked to "break" the cycle before the next phase begins. The following routines are performed at the end of each phase of BuildST :
1. Cycle detection: Each leaf sends a message to its neighbor; each node after receiving a message from all but one of its neighbors, sends a message to the neighbor not yet heard from. After time sufficient to hear from all but one neighbor in a worst case tree, if a node has not heard from two neighboring nodes then it has detected that it lies on a cycle and edges to those neighbors are edges on the cycle.
Cycle breaking:
If a node is on a cycle and one or two of its neighboring edges on the cycle are newly marked, for each such edge, it sends a fair coin flip to the other endpoint of the edge. If both endpoints of the edge toss heads, then the edge is unmarked.
Check and fix if necessary:
The cycle detection algorithm is again run to test if there is a cycle. If there still is a cycle, all the newly marked edges in the cycle are unmarked and not included as tree edges in the next phase.
Lemma 7. Let c be any constant, c ≥ 1. With probability 1 − n −c , there is an algorithm which constructs an ST in time and message complexity O(n log n).
Proof. We analyze Build ST by modifying the analysis of Build MST. We replace Claim 1 from Lemma 3 by the following:
Claim 1-unweighted: Let F be the number of fragments at the start of a phase. Let C be the probability that F indAny − C returns an edge. At the end of the phase there are no more than (1 − C/8)F fragments with probability at least α = (1 − C/4)/(1 − C/8).
Proof of Claim 1-unweighted: Any edge returned by F indAny− C which is not in a cycle formed by edges chosen in a phase by F indAny − C, reduces the number of fragments by 1. Any such edge in a cycle reduces the number of fragments by 1 if its cycle is broken and it is not unmarked by both its endpoints. The probability that a newly marked edge e is unmarked by both its endpoints is 1/4. Every cycle that is formed must have at least two newly marked edges, thus the probability that the cycle containing e is not broken is no greater than 1/2. The probability that e is unmarked because of either of these events is thus no greater than 3/4, by a union bound. It follows that the probability that a fragment finds an edge leaving using F indAny − C and that edge reduces the number of fragments by 1 at least C/4. Let F be the number of fragments at the end of the phase.
Claim 2-unweighted is the same as Claim 2, and its proof is very similar.
We conclude by noting that each phase of executing F indAny − C on disjoint trees requires O(n) messages and O(log n/ log log n) time. Since there are O(log n) phases, the bounds follows.
Repairing an ST
This is a straightforward adaptation of the methods used for repairing an MST, except that F indAny is used in place of F indM in and a factor of log n/ log log n is saved from the asymptotic cost.
OPEN PROBLEMS AND CONCLUSIONS
We have adapted a technique from streaming and dynamic sequential graphs to find a surprising result, that the problem of constructing a broadcast tree can be done with O(n log n) messages (and time) in the CONGEST model w.h.p., a problem believed to have a lower bound of Ω(m) on the number of message for 25 years or more. (In a model allowing much longer messages, it was known how to avoid sending messages over some edges [17] ; intuitively, [4] showed that for each such avoided edge, the identity of one of its endpoints needs to be delivered uncompressed to the other endpoint; we have shown that those identities could be compressed significantly if the ID space is of a reasonable size, up to even exponential in n). We also have shown a very simple way to repair ST's and MST's in O(n) and O(n log n/ log log n) expected time and messages; previously it was suggested that reducing the message complexity to o(m), requires auxiliary information to be stored between updates. By avoiding the need to (store and) distribute auxiliary information, we also manage to make the o(m) message complexity worst case rather than just amortized as in previous papers. Can these yield practical methods for real dynamic networks?
A number of interesting theoretic problems remain. For ST and MST construction, Can ST be constructed by a deterministic or Las Vegas algorithm in o(m) messages in the K1 model? What kind of bounds need the nodes know of n? Can these results be made to work in the asynchronous model of communication? Is it possible to form an ST in time less than O(n log n) with o(m) messages? Finally, are O(n log n/ log log n) messages required for F indM in or can this be pushed closer to the cost of F indAny?
APPENDIX

A. ACCOMMODATING SUPERPOLYNOMIAL SIZED EDGE WEIGHTS
Suppose the maximum edge weight has w bits where w is the message size. We show that O(log n/ log log n) broadcastand-echoes suffice. In the F indM in shown previously, once the range of weights to be searched is set, the range is partitioned into subranges of equal value. Here, we partition the range into subranges based on the weights of randomly chosen edges. We assume w.l.o.g. that edge weights are distinct and an edge is identified by its weight. The string x · y denotes the concatenation of x followed by y. Let r = log n/ log log n.
We first introduce the subroutine for sampling non-tree edges incident to nodes in a tree. If we are sampling from a tree T , let ST (or S if T is understood from the context) be an ordered multiset of non-tree edges, which appear once or twice depending on whether one or two of its endpoints are in T .
Sample(p, j, k): Assumes p is a prefix of j and k. For the r edges drawn uniformly at random from S whose weights are in the range [j, k], returns substrings v1, v2, ..., vr, each of length w/r such that p · vi is a prefix of the selected edge and vi ≤ vi+1.
Each node y in a tree T numbers its children 1, ..., lasty. Let Si denote the sub-multiset of Sy of edges incident to the subtree rooted at the i th child, and S lasty +1 denote the submultiset of edges rooted at y itself. Let z ∈ {1, ..., |Sy|}; we say z falls into the range of a child i's subtree or the parent node (where i = lasty + 1) if j<i |Sj| < z ≤ j≤i |Sj|.
To implement Sample(p, j, k), broadcast-and-echo is done to enable each node y in the tree to determine |Si| for each of its children. The leader randomly picks r integers between 1 and |S|. Let ri denote the number of integers which falls into the range of Si. It randomly selects r lasty +1 edges from S lasty +1 . Otherwise, it sends ri to child i. Each child i repeats this procedure to select ri random edges from Si.
When an edge is chosen for the sample, only the substring v in its weight, |v| = w/r which follows the prefix p is returned. One echo returns these substrings for all r samples in parallel as each node affixes these bits. No more than r substrings are sent to the root in total, of size w/r so that they all fit in one message. We observe that each non-tree edge with prefix p incident to T is picked with probability 1/|S| or 2/|S|. F indM in for superpolynomial sized weights is like F indM in (Section 3.1) for polynomial weights except that the pivots are provided by the weights of the sampled edges rather than being at regular intervals and at each iteration, more of the prefix of the string describing the minimal weight is learned or the size of S which contains the minimal weight edge is reduced by a factor of r/2. Below, let z ·0 (resp., z ·1 ) denote the weight with prefix z followed by all 0's (resp., all 1's).
The following changes to F indM in are made:
Insert new line at start: p is initialized to the empty string.
Step 5:
In parallel for i = 0, 1, 2, ..., w − 1: ji ← j +i (k − j + 1)/w ; ki ← j +(i+1) k − j + 1)/w −1, and return word in which i th bit is the "echo" of T estOut(x, ji, ki)
is replaced by:
In parallel for i = 1, 2, ..., r: Set ji = p · vi ·0, ki = (p · vi+1 ·0) − 1 and j0 = j, vr+1 = k where Sample(p, j, k) returns v1, ..., vr.
Return word in which i th bit is the "echo" of T estOut(x, ji, ki)
And
Step 7(a):
if T estLow = 0 and T estHigh = 1 and if jmin < kmin then x sets j = jmin and k = kmin; else if jmin = kmin then x broadcasts "stop" and returns jmin.
is replaced by if T estLow = 0 and T estHigh = 1 and if jmin < jmin+1, j ← jmin and k ← kmin; else {jmin = jmin+1} p ← p · vmin and if |p| = |w|, return p; else j ← p · {0} w/r and k ← p · {1} w/r .
Lemma 8. W.h.p., the lightest edge is in the weight interval [j, k], where p is a prefix of j and k, or there is no such edge and the algorithm returns ∅.
Proof. The proof is nearly the same as the proof in the case of polynomial sized weights, except: if jmin and jmin+1 agree then p · vmin must be the prefix of the lightest edge weight, w.h.p. If they don't agree, then, as in the original algorithm, w.h.p., the range of the next search is the lowest weight interval which contains an edge leaving the tree, w.h.p.
Lemma 9. In a tree whose nontree edge weights are of length w bits, there is an asynchronous algorithm to find the lightest edge leaving the tree in O(log n/ log log n) expected broadcast-and-echoes with message size w.
Proof. Correctness follows from the lemma. Let e be the lightest edge leaving the tree. Consider the edges (and possible duplicates) in S ordered by weight. We say a Sample(p, j, k) is successful if it produces two samples s1, s2 such that s1 ≤ e ≤ s2 and s2 − s1 ≤ 2|S|/r; alternatively (informally, if e is near j then) s1 = j and Sample(p, j, k) produces such an s2, or similarly, s2 = k and it produces such an s1. It is not hard to see that there is a constant probability of success. Hence if jmin = jmin+1, if Sample is successful, |S| in the next round is reduced by a factor of r/2. The number of these "successful" samplings needed to shrink the number of such edges to less than r is O(log r |S|). Let m be the total number of edges. The expected number of samplings to achieve this many successful rounds is O(logrm) ≤ log(n 2 )/ log r = O(log n/ log log n). On the other hand, if jmin = jmin+1, the lightest edge leaving the tree must have prefix p · vmin, then we extend the prefix another w/r bits. The maximum number of these samplings is w/(w/r) = r = log n/ log log n.
